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INTRODUCTION
Long time ago (war of currents):
▶ Then: superior performance from AC technology
▶ Now: power electronics driving DC PDNs
HVDC Applications:
▲ L: Mercury valves for HVDC link; R: HVDC station [ȹ].
Future MVDC Applications:
▶ Collection grids, point to point connection
▶ Industrial applications
Ship Propulsion Systems:
▲ L: Diesel propulsion systems [Ѱ]; R: Diesel electric propulsion systems [ѱ].
Voltage Class Power Level
ȹȹ kV > Ѱѵ MW
6.6 kV Ѳ - Ѱѵ MW
6Ѵѵ V < Ѳ MW
Ѳѵѵ/Ѱѱѵ V hotel loads
▲ L: Podded propulsors [Ѳ]; R: Typical MVAC PDN voltage levels [ѳ].
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DC PDNS ON SHIPS
Electrical Ship:
▶ AC systems are state-of-the-art
▶ DC systems are not unknown
Benefits of DC PDNs:
▶ Efficient operation of the system and fuel savings
▶ Smaller footprint of installed equipment
▶ Ship layout optimization
▶ Lower installation and operation costs
▶ Reduced maintenance of engines
▶ Reduced green house gas emissions
▶ Reduction in noise and vibration
▶ Simpler interface with energy storage ▲ Specific fuel oil consumption (SFOC) at fixed and variable speed operations [6].
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DC PDNS ON SHIPS
IEEE Standard ȹȽѵѴ-Ѱѵȹѵ:
System Protection
















Other Ship System Control
▲ MVDC functional block diagram [Ƚ].▼ Voltage classes [Ƚ].
MVDC Class Nominal MVDC
kV kV
Established Classes ȹ.ѳ ȹ.ѳ (± ѵ.Ƚѳ)ѱ ѱ (± ȹ.ѳ)
Future Design Classes
6 6 (± ѱ)
ȹѰ ȹѰ (± 6)
ȹ8 ȹ8 (± Ѵ)
ѰѲ ѰѲ (± ȹѰ)
ѱѵ ѱѵ (± ȹѳ)
LVDC PDNs:
Manufacturer Voltage Power Plant Application Ship
ABB ȹ kV Diesel & Battery
Platform Support Dina Star
Cable-laying NKT Nikita
- Ferry -
Siemens ȹ kV Diesel & Battery
Platform Support Edda FerdMV Sourthern Tide
Offshore Construction Edda Freya






Rolls-Royce - Diesel & Battery Ferry -
▲ LVDC PDNs (up to Ѱѵ MW) developed by different manufacturers and their applications.
▲ LVDC PDN implemented, L: Dina Star [8]. R: Edda Ferd [Ѵ].
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MVDC PDNS ON SHIPS
LVDC PDNs insufficient for large vessels (> Ѱѵ MW)?
(R)evolution ofMVAC PDNs → MVDC PDNs?
MVDC PDN Challenges:




▶ Passive and active filters
▶ Lack of protection technologies (DC breaker)
▶ Lack of DC transformers (converters)
▶ Lack of commercial MVDC PDNs
▶ Multiple solutions for MVDC PDN layouts
▶ Multiple solutions for MVDC supplies
▶ Need for stability studies
▶ Understanding design degrees of freedom
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▲ Need for stability studies [ȹȹ].
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MVDC TECHNOLOGIES
Available and missing ones...
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▲ Simplified notional MVAC PDN.
MVAC technologies:
▶ Low (Ѳѵѵ rpm) to medium (ȹѵѵѵ rpm) speed ICEs with gearbox
▶ ѱ-phase synchronous generators
▶ AC distribution through standard MVAC cables
▶ Step-down transformers (ѳѵ/6ѵ Hz)











▲ Simplified notional MVDC PDN.
MVDC technologies:
▶ Low (Ѳѵѵ rpm) to ultra high speed (ȹѵѵѵѵ rpm) ICEs/GTs
▶ ѱ, 6, ...-phase synchronous/permanent magnet generators
▶ Rectifiers
▶ DC distribution through standard MVAC (single-pole) cables
▶ Inverter drives




▶ Usually ICEs, with big footprint
▶ Fuel: heavy fuel oil, gas
▶ low (Ѳѵѵ rpm) to medium (ȹѵѵѵ rpm) speed
▶ Typical constant speed efficiency Ѳѵ%
▶ Typical fuel consumption of Ѱѵѵ g/kWh
MVDC:
▶ ICEs/GTs, smaller footprint
▶ Fuel: heavy fuel oil, gas
▶ low (Ѳѵѵ rpm) to ultra high (ȹѵѵѵѵ rpm) speed
▶ Variable speed operation
▶ Fuel consumption lowered to Ƚѵ g/kWh
▲ L: Typical ICE used in marine applications [ȹѰ]; R: GT for marine applications [ȹѱ].
PM Manufacturer Power Efficiency Speed Fuel Type Ref
ICE
Wärtsilä ѵ.ѴѰ - ȹȹ.Ѱ MW ѲѰ - ѳѰ% 6ѵѵ - ȹѵѵѵ rpm Liquid/Gas [ȹѲ], [ȹѳ]
MAN ѵ.Ѳѳ - ȹѰ MW Ѳ8 - ѳѳ% ȽѰѵ - ȹ8ѵѵ rpm Liquid/Gas [ȹѰ], [ȹ6]
GE ȹ.ѱ - Ѳ.Ƚ MW ≈ѳѵ% Ѵѵѵ - ȹѵѳѵ rpm Liquid/Gas [ȹȽ]
Rolls Royce ѱ.6 - Ѵ.6 MW ѲѲ - Ѳ8.ѳ% ȽѰѵ/Ƚѳѵ rpm Liquid/Gas [ȹ8]
GT GE Ѳ.ѳ - ѲѰ MW ≈Ѳѵ% ѱ.6 - Ƚ krpm Gas [ȹѱ]Rolls Royce ѱ - Ѳѵ MW ≈Ѳѵ% ѱ.ѱ - ȹѳ krpm Gas [ȹѴ]
ICE Literature ȹ - ȹѵ MW ≈Ѳѵ% ȽѰѵ/Ƚѳѵ rpm Liquid/Gas [ѳ]GT ѱ - Ѳѵ MW ѱ - ȹѳ krpm
▲ Specifications of ICE and GT for marine applications.




▶ ѱ-phase synchronous generators
▶ Medium (ȽѰѵ/Ƚѳѵ rpm) to high speed (ѱѵѵѵ/ѱ6ѵѵ rpm)
▶ Automatic voltage regulation (AVR)
MVDC:
▶ ѱ, 6, ...-phase synchronous/permanent magnet
▶ Medium (ȽѰѵ/Ƚѳѵ rpm) to ultra high speed (8ѵѵѵ rpm)
▶ Automatic voltage regulation
Transformers
▶ Voltage coordination and galvanic isolation
▶ Reduction in current distortions
Generator Manufacturer Power Voltage Speed Ref
SM
ABB ȹ - ѳѵ MVA ȹ - ȹѳ kV ѳѵѵ - ȹ8ѵѵ rpm [Ѱѵ]
Siemens ѵ.ѱ8 - Ѱѵ MW ѵ.Ѳ - ȹѱ.8 kV ѳѵѵ - ȹ8ѵѵ rpm [Ѱȹ]
GE Ѱ.ѳ - Ѳѳ MW ѵ.Ѳ - ȹѳ kV ѱѵѵ - ȹѰѵѵ rpm [ѰѰ]
PMSM ABB ȹ.ѳ - Ƚ.Ѵ MW - ȹѵѵѵ - ȹ8ѵѵ rpm [Ѱѱ]Siemens ȹ - ѳ MW - - [ѰѲ]
▲ Specifications of generators for marine applications.
Rectifiers


























▲ Different rectifiers to be considered for the MVDC PDNs.
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▶ Energy storage: batteries, fuel cells and super capacitors
▶ High power dc-dc converters: connect MVDC to LVDC





▶ VSI: Ѱ-level, ѱ-L NPC, ѱ-L ANPC, Ѳ-L FC, Ѵ-L CHB and MMC
Motors:
▶ Induction motors (< ѳ MW)
▶ Synchronous/Permanent magnet motors (> ѳ MW)
▶ Podded propulsors
▲ Commercially available propulsion motors [ѰȽ]: L: IM; R: SM.
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CASE STUDIES
MVAC to MVDC evolution? Not so straightforward...
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CASE STUDIES
LNG Tanker: ȹ
▲ Typical LNG tanker [Ѱ8].
▶ Transport vessel
▶ Two propellers
▶ Ѵѵ% time in open water
▶ Uses up to 8ѵ% installed power
▶ Main load: propulsion
Drill ship:
▲ Typical drill ship [Ѱ8].
▶ Exploration vessel
▶ Six thrusters
▶ Uses up to ȹѳ% installed power during transit
▶ Uses up to 8ѳ% installed power during bad weather
▶ Main load: drill drives and thrusters
ȹU. Javaid, D. Dujic, and W. van der Merwe. “MVDC marine electrical distribution: Are we ready?.” Ѳȹst Ann. Conf. of the IEEE Ind. Ele. Soc. (IECON). Nov. Ѱѵȹѳ, pp. 8Ѱѱ–8Ѱ8
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▲ LNG tanker MVAC PDN
LNG Tanker
▶ large number of pumps requires no converters
▶ large short circuit capacity of MVAC feeder
Drill Ship
▶ large number of pumps are equipped with inverters
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▲ Drill ship MVAC PDN
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▲ LNG tanker MVAC PDN - Hybrid MVAC-MVDC PDN
Hybrid PDN
▶ overhauling propulsion part
▶ no gain in fuel efficiency
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▲ LNG tanker MVAC PDN - MVDC PDN
MVDC PDN
▶ large number of inverters? Costs?
▶ possible fuel efficiency improvements
▶ voltage coordination: generators - motors?
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MVDC SUPPLIES
Multi-phase multi-pulse power supplies?
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MVDC SUPPLIES
Characteristics:
▶ Power quality requirements
▶ Withstand ȹѵ - ȹѳ×Irated
▶ Fault limiting capability in Ѳ - ȹѵ ms
ѱ-phase, 6-pulse rectifiers:
▶ Imply use of ѱ-phase generator?
▶ Similar to MVAC setup
▶ Re-positioning of rectifier
▶ Removal of generator synchronization
▶ Low power quality
▶ Source-load voltage class match
▶ No redundancy
N×ѱ-phase, N×6-pulse rectifiers: Ѱ
▶ Multi-phase generators
▶ Multi-pulse rectifiers

































▲ DRU with snubbers (S) and transient voltage suppression (TVS) circuits.
ѰU. Javaid et al. “Marine MVDC multi-phase multi-pulse supply.” Ѳѱrd Ann. Conf. of the IEEE Ind. Ele. Society (IECON). Oct. ѰѵȹȽ, pp. 68ѵȽ–68ȹѰ
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DIODE RECTIFIER UNIT - SUB-MODULE
Simplicity and Robustness:
▶ Preferred rectifier in the VSDs
▶ Simpler construction with different multi-phase generators






Rated Power (Pn) Ѵ MW
Rated DC Voltage (Vdc) ѳ kV
Rated AC Voltage (Vac) ѱ.Ƚ kV
Rated Frequency (fn) ѳѵ Hz





Cable Inductance (Lc) ѵ.ѱѲȽ mH/km
Cable Resistance (Rc) ѵ.ѵ8ѴΩ/km
Cable Capacitance (Cc) ѵ.ѱѵȽ µF/km
▲ Diode sub-module parameters
Device Parameters 6-Pulse Rectifier Module
Manufacturer ABB VRRM (V) Ѱ6Ѱѳ @ Ѳ
Model ѳSDDѵ6D6ѵѵ Id avg (A) ѱѵѵ
VRRM (V) 6ѵѵѵ Id peak (A) Ѵȹѵ
If avg (A) 66Ѱ Id rms (A) ѳѰѵ
If rms (A) ȹѵѲѵ No. of devices ѰѲ
IFSM (A) ȹѵѳѵѵ Loss per device (W) ȽѲѵ
vf (V) ȹ.ѵ66 Total loss (W) ȹȽȽѵѵ
rt (mΩ) ѵ.ȽȽ8 Efficiency ѴѴ.ѳ%








▲ DRU with snubbers (S) and transient voltage suppression (TVS) circuits.
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MULTI-PHASE MULTI-PULSE SUPPLIES
MVDC PDN Equipment:
▶ Fault tolerant bus-ties
▶ Fault blocking capability converters
▶ High X”g of generators






▶ Rated ȹ.ѳ×X”g with fast fuse
Generally unknown fault impedance?
▶ Close to source: Lcable = Ƚ µH





















































X ′′g 1.5 × X
′′
g Fuse












▲ Short circuit withstand capabilities: L: ȹѰ-pulse parallel. R: ȹ8-pulse series.
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SOURCE-LOAD INTERACTIONS
Dynamic assessment and stability analysis...
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SYSTEM STABILITY
Stability studies:
▶ Dynamic behavior of present technologies.
▶ Instability due to CPLs dvdi < 0.
Stability criteria:
▶ Closed loop transfer function:
TAB (s) = TA(s)TB (s) 11 + Zout,A(s)Yin,B (s) (ȹ)
▶ Minor loop gain:








▲ Block representation of interconnection of two independent systems.
▶ Middlebrook criterion∥Zout,A(s)Yin,B (s)∥ ≪ 1 (ѱ)
▶ Gain and phase margin
∥Zout,A(s)Yin,B (s)∥ ≤ 1GM∣∠Zout,A(s) + ∠Yin,B (s)∣ ≤ 180◦ − PM (Ѳ)
▶ Opposing argument criterion
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SOURCE-LOAD IMPEDANCE-ADMITTANCE MEASUREMENT
Scenarios: ѱ





▶ Variations in generator frequency
▶ Filter sizes
▶ Distribution cable lengths
▶ Different loading conditions
System Parameters Induction Motor Ratings Cable Parameters
Rated Apparent Power Ƚ MVA Rated Power 6.ѳ MW Cable Inductance ѵ.ѱѲȽ mH/km
Rated Direct Voltage ѳ kV Rated Voltage ѱ.ѵѳ kV Cable Resistance ѵ.ѵ8ѴΩ/km
Rated Frequency ѳѵ Hz Rated Current ȹ.Ѳ kA Cable Capacitance ѵ.ѱѵȽ µF/km
Phase Reactor Inductance 0.1
V2dc,n
2pifg Sn
Rated Frequency ȹѴ Hz
Phase Reactor Resistance ѱ mΩ Rated Speed ѱȽ6 rpm
Switching Frequency Ѱѳѵ Hz Power Factor ѵ.ѴѰ
Parametric Variations Impact on different quantities
Generator Frequency ѳѵ Hz - ȹѵѵ Hz Lcable 6.ѴѲ µH @ ȹѵ m ѵ.6ѴѲ mH @ ȹ km
System Load Ѱѳ% - ȹѵѵ% Lg ȹ.ȹѱȽ mH @ ѳѵ Hz ѵ.ѳ68 mH @ ȹѵѵ Hz
Rectifier Filter ȹ mF - ȹѵ mF Lf (Valid only for TRU)
Cable Length ȹѵ m - ȹ km @ ѳѵ Hz ȹ.ѳѱ mH, Crec = ȹ mF ѵ.ȹȹѳ mH, Crec = ȹѵ mF
Inverter Filter ȹ mF - ȹѵ mF @ ȹѵѵ Hz ѵ.Ѱѳ mH, Crec = ȹ mF ѵ.ѵѲѲ mH, Crec = ȹѵ mF







2L cable 2R cable
Rg




▲ L: Source impedance measurement arrangement. R: Load admittance measurement arrangement. Frequency sweep: ѵ.ȹ - ȹѵk Hz.
ѱU. Javaid et al. “Dynamic Assessment of Source-Load Interactions in Marine MVDC Distribution.” IEEE Trans. Ind. Electron. 6Ѳ.6 (June ѰѵȹȽ), pp. ѲѱȽѰ–Ѳѱ8ȹ
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DYNAMIC ASSESSMENT OF THE MVDC PDN
Minor-loop gain:
Hmlg (jω) = Zo (jω)Yi (jω) (6)
Relative Stability Metric:
η1 ≥ 0.5




















































Crec=ȹ mF Cinv=ȹ mF ȹѵ m ȹѵѵ%, Crec=ȹ mF Cinv=ȹ mF ȹѵ m Ѱѳ%, Crec=ȹ mF Cinv=ȹѵ mF ȹѵ m ȹѵѵ%, Crec=ȹ mF Cinv=ȹѵ mF ȹѵ m Ѱѳ%,
Crec=ȹѵ mF Cinv=ȹ mF ȹѵ m ȹѵѵ%, Crec=ȹѵ mF Cinv=ȹ mF ȹѵ m Ѱѳ%, Crec=ȹѵ mF Cinv=ȹѵ mF ȹѵ m ȹѵѵ%, Crec=ȹѵ mF Cinv=ȹѵ mF ȹѵ m Ѱѳ%,
Crec=ȹ mF Cinv=ȹ mF ȹ km ȹѵѵ%, Crec=ȹ mF Cinv=ȹ mF ȹ km Ѱѳ%, Crec=ȹ mF Cinv=ȹѵ mF ȹ km ȹѵѵ%, Crec=ȹ mF Cinv=ȹѵ mF ȹ km Ѱѳ%,
Crec=ȹѵ mF Cinv=ȹ mF ȹ km ȹѵѵ%, Crec=ȹѵ mF Cinv=ȹ mF ȹ km Ѱѳ%, Crec=ȹѵ mF Cinv=ȹѵ mF ȹ km ȹѵѵ%, Crec=ȹѵ mF Cinv=ȹѵ mF ȹ km Ѱѳ%
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Power Electronics dominated PDNs...





―> High power dc-dc converter.
―> Energy storage.
Power Generation System




―> Redesign of inverters.




Less invasive ship architecture
modification
Fixed speed prime movers and
generators
Removal of bulky propulsion
drives transformers
Inefficient use of direct-to-line
motors (as before)
Possibility to re-generate from
MVDC to MVAC
Two different protection
schemes (ac and dc)
Possibility to exchange energy
between drives
Non-availability of high power
dc-dc converters
AC protection is already avail-
able
Voltage coordination in not flex-
ible MVDC, MVAC
▲ Benefits and challenges of a hybrid MVAC/MVDC PDN.
Potential Benefits Challenges
High speed prime movers and
generators
No commercial rectifiers for
MVDC
Removal of bulky propulsion
drives transformers
Lack of MVDC protection de-
vices
Possibility to re-generate from
MVDC
Two different protection
schemes (ac and dc)
Possibility to exchange energy
between drives
Non-availability of high power
dc-dc converters
Ability to integrate energy stor-
age into MVDC
Voltage coordination
▲ Benefits and challenges of a full MVDC PDN.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Power Electronics as the enabling technology...
Different system architectures possible:
▶ Hybrid MVAC/MVDC PDN: less invasive
▶ Full MVDC PDN: full dc PDN benefits
Multi-phase multi-pulse MVDC supplies:
▶ High power quality
▶ Redundancy (parallel configuration)
▶ Voltage scaling
Analysis of source-load dynamic interactions:
▶ Instability: reduced filtering at source and increased system
inductance
▶ Diode rectifier: cost effective, no voltage control
▶ Thyristor rectifier: voltage control, reduced dynamics
▶ Active rectifier: voltage control, sensitive to filter changes
MVDC PDNs:
▶ Technological developments required
▶ Variable speed drives spread all over the systems
▶ Multi-phase multi-pulse supplies
▶ High power DC-DC converters needed
▶ Solid state DC breakers
▶ Solid state bus ties
▶ Likely delayed deployment (learnings from LVDC systems)
▲ LVDC PDN implemented, L: Dina Star [8]. R: Edda Ferd [Ѵ].
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